
WRITE A STORY USING PREPOSITIONS

This lesson looks at how you might use your knowledge of prepositions and preposition phrases to write a short story
aimed at children.

I ran across the street, even though my head was pounding and I feared I would drop onto the ground in sheer
desperation. Your students' task is to write a story for children about a journey to find a hidden treasure. Goals
Practise combining prepositions with noun phrases to create preposition phrases. We will get you out of here
alive and kicking, no matter the cost. A fast smear of quince jelly finished it, and half of it was down before
Julie interrupted his thoughts again. Caring in Bristol is a charity working to deliver support to homeless and
vulnerable people in the city of Bristol in the UK. Will you go? He's submitted to many of the writing
challenges run on this website. What was a pounding head pitted against the amazing care and love that
Jennifer was providing me with? The box is on top. But Harry could find that out from Gord himself, couldn't
he? My body was in a furnace- I could feel my blood boiling in every cell. I'll never catch up on my sleep this
way! It felt good to know that Jennifer loved me and that she would always stand by my side. I've done some
creative writing workshops with Caring in Bristol via the Arkbound Foundation charity, of which I am a
trustee. I really need you to help me so we can get there in time for lunch. I left that dreary hospital and I did
not look back. Then she looked around. The box is on top of the cabinet. The pounding in my head resumed
but I paid little attention to it. Plugging in the coffee maker, he foraged in the fridge for the cream. Everyone is
a big fat winner. He was called in. Don't tell me to put it up after a few minutes, because I can't get done that
fast. They also produce the Survival Handbook - a book designed to be a point of reference for anyone finding
themselves homeless in the Bristol area. Ville kindly agreed to support this project with his writing challenge.
Harry had taken the late night shift at the convenience store only last month, and they were both struggling to
adjust to his new schedule. That just leaves me to say: when we receive stories with terribly located
prepositions, we'll publish a book. Her generosity was without limits. I'll call them back and accept. It was you
I turned to. He was in Standard Two. As she recalled, Selina had also mentioned a summer storm warning,
with thunder, lightning, and the works. In her world he had been mostly absent. The stakes were high. If they
pin you down and keep you from leaving, be bold and ask them to show you how you can sleep under the bed
of a dying man. This could be why the majority of the people had chosen to step outside. Lesson Plan The
teacher explains that today, we will write a story for children.


